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As a teacher on deliverance, Neal Lozano knows that many believers struggle with the same sin

areas time after time. Yet victory can be as simple as tapping into the potent power of the gospel.

By focusing on Jesus and his work, rather than on the intimidating aspects of evil spirits, readers

can reset their mindset about their spiritual struggles. In Unbound, Lozano shows readers how to do

just this. He also shows them how to find and close any doors they may have opened to evil

influence--and, consequently, Satan's underhanded strategies. Balanced and full of hope, Unbound

is a practical, thorough, and easy-to-follow guide to deliverance and freedom. It also includes

practical instruction on praying for others to be set free.
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Neal Lozano portrays a novel and yet unintimidating form of deliverance for all people in bondage or

spiritual slavery. Though the common depiction of deliverance is through dramatic occurrences

involving demonic manifestations, Lozano claims that the same type of deliverance can occur



without manifestations - and manifestations should be limited, anyway. This is such a relief to those

who may be frightened at the prospect of seeking deliverance for the reason of not wanting to

physically confront a demonic spirit.Lozano's "Unbound Method" is non-confrontational and uses 5

keys to deliverance, which every believer can use for him/herself, as well as for his/her family. This

is an excellent, practical resource for anyone seeking to understand deliverance and wanting to be

free from spiritual captivity.

Neal Lozano gives clear explanations, Scriptural foundation, and practical examples of how the Holy

Spirit works through Christian believers to free people from evil spirits. Not wild-eyed, extremist

fanaticism nor dragged out shouting matches with demons, but a)repentance and faith, b)giving and

receiving forgiveness, c)renouncing root sins such as anger, pride, fear, insecurity, shame,

self-hatred and the like, and d)calmly, in the authority of Jesus Christ, commanding any evil spirits

that may be empowering these sins, to leave - these things along with e)receiving the Father's

blessing, characterizes the Unbound approach to deliverance. I have re-read this book and its

helpful appendices, and appreciate the companion volume, The Unbound Ministry Guidebook, as

well. I have some personal acquaintance with Neal (this review was unsolicited) and his life and

ministry back up this writing. For more information, go to www.heartofthefather.com.

This book was part of a course on deliverance that I took from Global Awakening.com. I learned so

much about deliverance ministry from this book. I would recommend the course and the book to be

taken by anyone who wants to cry at all the dramatic tormenting spirits that have been bothering

them or a loved one. Very well done and very helpful and insightful. I'm a minister and have really

use this material with friends and others.

LOVED THIS BOOK!! I used this with my Core Team for youth ministry over the summer, as a

training tool for healing and deliverance ministry. It was an excellent accompaniment to studying the

Holy Spirit. We're all broken in some way, and this book really helps address so many issues that a

person faces in life from childhood through adulthood. It really offers battle armor to get through

each day, offering everything to Our Lord. Such an excellent use of my time!!

This book was recommended by a fellow graduate student. It took me a year to read and I found

myself regretting not getting to it sooner. This is an excellent book written by a man with years of

experience in deliverance ministry and a profound and simple love for others.



This is a great book for beginners or for those who aren't sure about deliverance. Nothing scarey.He

gives good guidelines and good true life examples and stories of deliverance. Been doing it forover

20 years and love this book. Some are too deep and advanced. This is for those who want to

learnor who aren't sure about it. It's more about God's love and knowing who we are in Him. It's

aboutlistening to Him and obeying what He tells you. Deliverance is not like the movies. God

commandedhis church to preach, heal and deliver. Yet most don't even touch on the subjuect. If

you are interested,this is a good balanced book for you to start with. It's written with love and humor.

So enjoy.

How to clean out the problems in your life - especially those that have been inyour family for a while

and keep showing up in subsequent generations.All through the power of the Holy Spirit.NOT a

'SELF' help book, but about real, permanent healing.

Simple concept - simply delivered.
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